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The SMARTA Project
www.ruralsharedmobility.eu

Enhance the current policies and
practices on mobility in rural areas,
leading to sustainable and accessible
rural areas in EU Countries
Shared
mobility

Public
Transport

May 2018

March 2021

The SMARTA Consortium
Led by MemEx

Sponsored by European Parliament
Funded through EU Transport
Ministry - DG MOVE
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Project activities
Research
“Insight Papers” &
Good Practices

Demonstration

Engagement
Stakeholders’ engagement

European
Commission

Service scheme
Digital solution
Citizens’ engagement

European
Parliament
Practitioners and
operators
Regional and local
authorities
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Working with 14 rural shared mobility sites
5 SMARTA Pilot sites

14 Different mobility practices

▪

Ring a Link, Kilkenny, Ireland, DRT service and RTPI

▪

School bus and ITS, Toscana Sud, Italy , AVL Digital Solution

▪

RezoPouce, Herault, France, Hitching

▪

Bürgerbus Oberes Glantaal, Germany, Ride sharing service

▪

Bürgerbus Dreisam-Stromer, Germany , Feeder community services

4 SMARTA2 Pilot sites

Vejle, DK
Groningen Drenthe, NL

▪ Municipality of Trikala, Greece, Digital Platform

▪ Brasov Metropolitan Area, Romania, car pooling

5 in-depth Good Practices

Bielsko-Biala, PL
Kilkenny, IE
East Tyrol, AT
Herault, FR

Brasov, RO

▪ Vallirana, Spain, DRT service
▪ Groningen-Drenthe, NL, SMART Hub

Águeda, PT
Trikala, GR

▪ Vejle, Denmark, ride sharing-digital solution
▪ Vidzeme, Latvia, DRT service
▪ Bielsko-Biala, Poland Transport on demand
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Vidzeme, LV
Dreisam Stromer, DE

▪ East Tyrol, Austria, car-sharing
▪ Municipality of Águeda, Portugal, e-bike sharing

Oberes Glantaal, DE

Vallirana, ES

Toscana Sud, IT
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Why should Europe Act on Rural Mobility?
Why is this a relevant issue?

“In rural areas, everyone has a car…”
Of course, this is not true…

Traffic

but if everyone in rural areas did actually own and use cars…

GHG Emissions
Energy Consumption

Many people
cannot drive, by
reason of age,
condition or
affordability

When the household
car(s) is in use, other
household members
do not have access
to it
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Low-/ no-income
households and
individuals may
not afford a car

People with a car may choose
to not use it if a good option is
available, for costs, hassle of
driving, parking issues,
environmentally conscious, etc.
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What is the Problem in Rural Mobility in
Europe?
Lack of Policy and
Responsibilities
• There is no policy for rural
mobility at European level,
nor any obligation for
Member States to have
such a policy
• Not a single European
Member State has a targetbound policy for rural
mobility, with assigned
responsibilities and
sufficient committed
budget to deliver it
• It is left to regions and local
areas to provide such
services as they see fit, if
they choose to, or do what
they can with the limited
resources allocated
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Note: Some Regions and Local Authorities make
policy and programs even if national level does not
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What is the Problem in Rural Mobility in
Europe?
Lack of Policy and
Responsibilities

Limited Supply of
Services

Limited Mobility for
People without cars

• There is no policy for rural
mobility at European level,
nor any obligation for
Member States to have
such a policy

• Rural areas in Europe have
limited public transport,
many have none

• Very high dependency on
cars. Without a car, depend
on lifts, taxi (high cost) or
don’t travel

• Not a single European
Member State has a targetbound policy for rural
mobility, with assigned
responsibilities and
sufficient committed
budget to deliver it
• It is left to regions and local
areas to provide such
services as they see fit, if
they choose to, or do what
they can with the limited
resources allocated
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Leads to

• Low frequency, timed for
commuting. Unsuitable for
many purposes
• Lack of structured
integration of scheduled
public transport and local
mobility services

• Few opportunities for
people from urban areas to
visit rural amenities
without their car

Which
results in

• Limited accessibility to bus
services, if they exist
(distance, surface, lighting, …)
• Low level of service makes
connections difficult, may
not have suitable return
trip
• Children usually have good
access to/from school, but
otherwise depend on
parents for lift-giving - less
independence, heavy
burden
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SMARTA Policy Recommendations
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SMARTA Policy Recommendations
IN WHAT WAY SHOULD THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND THE
EUROPEAN COMMISSION “ACT” ON RURAL MOBILITY?
ESTABLISH EUROPE-WIDE POLICIES ON RURAL
MOBILITY
The targets and obligations in national
policies should be migrated downwards to
local development plans and programs, again
with defined responsibilities for delivery

MEMBER STATE TO ESTABLISH NATIONAL
POLICIES ON RURAL MOBILITY
The key challenge is how to motivate the
EU Member States to develop
comprehensive policies and frameworks
for rural mobility, and to ensure these
are delivered at the local level
throughout their territory.
SMARTA | Smart Rural Transport Areas
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SMARTA Policy Pathways
POLICY DEBATE: Launched in 2021, seek agreement on way forward in 2022.
Debate may be relaunched periodically c. 2025 and 2030 to review progress and perhaps develop further
SUPPORTIVE MEASURES: Support the Policy debate, establish Rural Mobility Forum,
develop a Rural Mobility Technical Assistance Program, extended evaluation of rural mobility
”Supportive Pathway”
• A structured set of supporting
measures for rural mobility
would be established with
funding from both the EU and
Member States
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“Persuasive Pathway”

“Mandatory Pathway”

• Eligibility for regional and rural
development funding would be
linked to the development of
rural mobility policy and
frameworks for that Member
State and region.

• By directive or other
instrument of the European
Union, all Members States
would be required to establish
national rural mobility policies,
develop/enhance the rural
mobility frameworks, and
establish the necessary
financing mechanisms.
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SMARTA Policy Pathways
“SUPPORTIVE” PATHWAY

“PERSUASIVE” PATHWAY

“MANDATORY” PATHWAY

POLICY DEBATE

Launched in 2021, seek agreement on way forward in 2022. Debate may be relaunched periodically c. 2025 and 2030 to review progress and perhaps develop further.

SUPPORTIVE MEASURES

Support the Policy debate, establish Rural Mobility Forum, develop a Rural Mobility Technical Assistance Program, extended evaluation of rural mobility.
As today, up to Member States. Technical
support available from RMTAP

Up to Member States, but they and their regions will face
reducing eligibility for EU rural development funds if they fail to
do so.

All Member States to develop comprehensive rural mobility policy by
2025, and to migrate it downwards to all their regional and local
governments

RURAL MOBILITY FRAMEWORKS

As today, up to Member States. Technical
support available from RMTAP.

Up to Member States, but they and their regions will face
reducing eligibility for EU rural development funds if they fail to
do so.

AllMember States to develop/enhancetheir frameworksfor ruralmobility
at national,regionalandlocallevel,by 2030. Particularrequirementson
organisation,definingmobilitylevels andfundingmechanisms.

MANDATORY REQUIREMENTS ON
MEMBER STATES

None

None.
Review at end of current Parliament term.

FRAMEWORK FOR
LOCAL/COMMUNITY
IMPLEMENTATION

Up to Member States to change the framework.
RMTAP will proactively support local actors.

Some Member States will enhance their frameworks, especially
those drawing rural development funding. Technical support from
RMTAP.

EU Directive (or other instrument) by end-2022 requiring all Member
States to develop national rural mobility policy by 2025 and frameworks
to deliver that policy by 2030
All Member States will enhance their frameworks, as significant
local/community participation will be the only way to achieve policy
targets across the Member State. Technical support from RMTAP

FACILITATINGINNOVATION (SERVICES,
BUSINESSMODELS)

Up to Member States to change the framework.
RMTAP will proactively support innovation

Some Member States will enhance their frameworks to encourage
or facilitate innovation in rural mobility. Technical support from
RMTAP.

All Member States will enhance their frameworks to encourage or
facilitate innovation in rural mobility. Technical support from RMTAP.

QUANTUM OF RURAL MOBILITY

Some improvement, will vary significantly across
Member States; rural citizens of some MS will continue
to have poor mobility

Significant improvement in all Member States that follow the Persuasive
Pathway. Limited or little improvement in other MS, although some
regions/locals may avail of RMTAP support. .

Limited to Supportive Measures, in particular the
RMTAP. May also consider stimulus start-up,
demonstration and innovation funding.

Incorporated in activity or enabling measure strands of EU funding programs
(e.g. LEADER, Recovery, Green Deal, …). RMTAP will provide specific technical
support. May also consider stimulus start-up, demonstration and innovation
funding.

Transformational improvement in all rural areas of all Member States. It
will likely being to show significant results in some areas during 20252030 as policies are effected on the ground, then universal change
during 2030-2040
Incorporatedin activityor enablingmeasurestrandsof EU funding
programs(e.g. LEADER,Recovery,…). RMTAPwillprovidespecifictechnical
support.Mayalsoconsiderstimulusstart-up,demonstrationand
innovationfunding

As today, up to Member States. Technical
support available from RMTAP

Member State responsible for normal operational expenditure, fleet
purchase, regulation, management, etc. Quantum at discretion of Member
State, but must be able to fulfil commitments if drawing EU rural
development funds.

DEVELOPMENT OF NATIONAL
RURAL MOBILITY POLICY

EU FUNDING FOR RURAL MOBILITY

NATIONAL FUNDING FOR RURAL
MOBILITY
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All Member State required to establish financing mechanism to achieve
the commitments and targets of their rural mobility policies.
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Sustainable rural mobility: the direction forward
01. Develop a Strategy
based on assessment
of local needs

02. Engage with
stakeholders and
gain buy-in

03. Mobilise an
implementation team to
deliver the strategy

Mobilisation and
preparatory phase
07. Specify and acquire the
mobility services and
supporting technologies

Operations and long term
sustainability phase

04. Secure funding for the
target phase of the Strategy

06. Build capacity to feasibility, deliver,
manage and evaluate these solutions

Development of
Solutions phase
05. Design a package of
mobility solutions suited to
the needs of the area

08. Implement and adapt
the mobility services
09. Build up usage levels
through marketing, outreach
and community engagement
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11. Assessment of
services performances 12. Extension and
10. Engage with primary
scale up in other
and tuning to the
stakeholders to ensure durable condition changes
contexts
operation and funding, ideally
embedded in policy
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Sustainable rural mobility: the direction forward
The package of measures might include:
1. Some level of conventional public transport, either
in the target area or nearby, that provide the
structuring PT framework;
2. Some flexible mobility services, either general or
dedicated group DRT, shared taxi, etc.;

3. Organised lift-giving within the community;
4. Organised and informal ride-sharing, that could
include car-pooling, hitchhiking, ride-sharing, etc.

Fixed-route
bus and rail

5. Asset sharing (car, bicycle)
6. Other measures in addition to the above
The key point is that the implementing stakeholders need to turn
to their mind to finding a blend of formal organised and informal
forms of mobility, best suited to the needs of the area, the
available resources and what the community itself is willing to do
SMARTA | Smart Rural Transport Areas
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What enablers would make a difference, quickly?
Networking
• Continue the dialogue
and thinking as the
current projects close

Capacity Development

Funding

• Local implementers
need a structured
program of capacity
development, support
and “how to” manuals

• Include as specific item
in rural development
programs (e.g. LEADER),
as enabling measure in
broader packages

• Standard areas – needs
assessment, planning,
operations, resource
optimization, outreach

• Assist innovation

• BUT by who? No rural
equivalent of POLIS,
UITP, UMTA, etc.

• New skills areas – ITS,
apps, data, business
models, marketing

• Leverage social, health,
training and tourism
initiatives

• Can this sit under ERP,
Smart Villages or other
rural network?

• US RTAP (Rural Transit
Assistance Program)
may be a good model

• Remove barriers, costs
for community and
volunteer initiatives
(e.g. insurance)

• Build relationships
among implementing
sites and practitioners
• Establish a Rural
Mobility Forum as a
focal point and a voice
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• Prioritise mobility
outcomes over devices
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SMARTA legacy
SMARTA Final Conference

SMARTA Webinar series

Aim

Link

Present and disseminate the main
results and outcomes achieved to
different stakeholders interested in the
rural mobility domain. The event was
held on 10-11th December 2020 as a
virtual event, under the theme “Rural
Mobility Matters-Developing Smart
Rural Transport Areas

https://ruralsharedmobility.eu/
smarta-final-conference/

SMARTA Policy Recommendations

Aim

Link
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Provide the European
Commission and
Parliament with policy
recommendations for
sustainable shared
mobility in rural areas

Link

Link

https://ruralshared
mobility.eu/webina
r-series/

SMARTA IPs and GPs

SMARTA Video

https://ruralshared
mobility.eu/wpcontent/uploads/202
1/03/Smarta-PolicyRecommendations_F
inal-Version_web.pdf

Aim

Share and discuss
important issues about
rural mobility with pilot
sites, transport
authorities, and relevant
stakeholders

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=SE1YdI9h3Bw

Aim

Analyse the European
policies, frameworks, and
practices in the rural
shared mobility domain

Link

Insight Papers
https://ruralshared
mobility.eu/insightpapers-page/
Good Practices
https://ruralshared
mobility.eu/goodpractices/
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Thank you!
andrea.lorenzini@memexitaly.it
brendan.finn@memexitaly.it

Piazza Elia Benamozegh, 17 - Livorno
Tel: +39 0586 211646
Mob: +39 340 6223215
Site Web: www.memexitaly.it

www.memexitaly.it

